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Abstract: - Active networks are obviously more complex than traditional networks and raise 
considerable security issues. A packet that carries executable code can potentially change the state of a 
node. Nodes (routers, switches, etc.) are public resources and are essential to the proper and correct 
running of many important systems. Therefore, security requirements placed upon the computational 
environment where the code of packets will be executed must be very strict. On the other hand, it is one 
of the critical security issues to execute active packets in intermediate nodes securely. Because active 
packets are executed in intermediate nodes as well as end nodes, some conventional cryptographic 
solutions are not available. In this paper, we propose a new scheme that can transfer active packets to 
all neighboring active nodes securely, and execute executable code included in  those packets in each 
active node. We use both public key cryptosystem and asymmetric key cryptosystem in our scheme. 
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1   Introduction 
Traditionally, the function of a network has been to 
deliver packets from one endpoint to another. There 
was a distinct boundary between what is done within 
the network and what is done by the users. Processing 
within the network was limited basically to routing, 
congestion control and quality of service schemes. 
This kind of a network can be regarded as ‘passive’. 
Several problems with ‘passive’ networks have been 
identified: the difficulty of integrating new 
technologies and standards into the shared network 
infrastructure, poor performance due to redundant 
operations at several protocol layers, and difficulty 
accommodating new services in the existing 
architectural model. An additional shortcoming is 
that, recently, applications which sometimes require 
computations within the network have emerged, such 
as firewalls, web proxies, multicast routers, and 
mobile proxies. In the absence of architectural 
support for doing so, these applications have adopted 
a variety of ad hoc services for performing user-
driven computations at nodes within the network. A 
need was felt to replace the numerous ad hoc 
approaches to network-based computation, with a 
generic capability that allows the users to program 
their networks. This innovative idea of imparting the 
user the ability to program the network is called 
active networking [1]. 

     Active networks represent a new approach to 
network architecture. These networks are ‘active’ in 
two ways: routers and switches within the network 
can perform computations on user data flowing 
through them; And users can ‘program’ the network, 
by supplying their own programs to perform these 
computations. 
     On the other hand, since active networks are much 
more flexible than passive, the number of security 
issues are tremendously increased [2]. By safety we 
mean reducing the risk of mistakes or unintended 
behavior. By security we mean the usual concept of 
protecting privacy, integrity, and availability in the 
face of malicious attack. A packet that carries 
executable code can potentially change the state of a 
node. Nodes (routers, switches, etc.) are public 
resources and are essential to the proper and correct 
running of many important systems. Therefore, 
security requirements placed upon the computational 
environment where the code of packets will be 
executed must be very strict. 
In the current Internet, the only resource consumed 
by a packet at a node is the memory needed to 
temporarily store it and the CPU cycles necessary to 
find the correct route. In such an environment, strict 
resource control in the intermediate nodes was 
considered non-critical. However, an active packet 



may consume not only many more resources but also 
at a faster rate. 
     In an active network, active packets may misuse 
active nodes, network resources, and other active 
packet in various ways. Also, active nodes may 
misuse active packets. But, protecting the nodes and 
the packets in a flexible environment such as active 
networks is not an easy task. Some techniques that 
may be used to protect both of them are suggested [3]  
(e.g., monitoring/control, authentication of active 
packets, and limitation techniques, and so on). 
However, because these techniques are still in their 
infancy, there is much to be done before definite 
results are reached. 
     On the other hand, it is one of the critical security 
issues to execute active packets in intermediate nodes 
securely. Because active packets are executed in 
intermediate nodes as well as end nodes (e.g., origin 
node and destination node), some conventional 
cryptographic solutions are not available [4]. 
     In this paper, we propose a new scheme that can 
transfer active packets to all neighboring active nodes 
securely, and execute program included in  those 
packets in each active node. We use both public key 
cryptosystem and asymmetric key cryptosystem (i.e., 
conventional cryptosystem) in our scheme. 
     The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents some assumptions and settings 
needed to apply our scheme. And, in section 3 we 
describe our scheme in detail. Finally, we conclude 
our findings in section 4. 
 
 

2   Network setups and an active packet 
flow 
In this section, we consist a network and show how 
an active packet flows in our network briefly.  
 

Fig.1 Network setups  
 
     Fig.1 shows network configurations for our idea. 
There exist active nodes and non-active nodes 
(passive nodes) together. If a passive node receives 

an active packet, it ignores and simply forwards it to 
neighboring nodes. 
     If an active node(Sending node) has executable 
code which needs to be delivered to the next active 
node securely, he/she generates an active packet and 
encrypts payload of it using symmetric key 
cryptosystem (Triple DES [5], Rijndael [6], etc.). An 
active packet consists of IP header, originator’s IP 
address, active packet header and payload. Payload 
contains target executable code. Fig.2 shows active 
packet format. Originator of this active packet 
broadcasts it to neighboring active nodes, because 
he/she does not know addresses of them. If passive 
nodes receive this active packet, they ignore and 
forward it simply. If a neighboring active 
node(Receiving node) receives this encrypted active 
packet, he/she generates  a new active packet contains 
his/her public key(in public key cryptosystem) and an 
request message for getting secret key(in symmetric 
key cryptosystem). Since he/she is able to get origin’s 
IP address from the received active packet header, 
he/she sends the generated active packet there. If 
sending node receives this active packet, he/she 
checks header and payload of it, and encrypts secret 
key with the receiving node’s public key using public 
key cryptosystem(RSA [7], etc.). This public key is 
included in the payload of received active packet. 
Sending node generates an active packet includes the 
encrypted secret key and sends it to the receiving 
node. If the receiving node receives that packet from 
the sending node, he/she decrypts encrypted secret 
key using his/her private key(in public key 
cryptosystem) and gets clear executable code from 
the encrypted active packet by decrypting it with the 
secret key(in symmetric key cryptosystem). Finally, 
after receiving node executes that program, he/she 
generates a new encrypted active packet and 
broadcasts it to neighboring active nodes. In this case, 
the receiving node becomes the sending node.  
 

 
Fig.2 Active packet format 

 
 

3   A proposed scheme 
In this section, at first, we make some basic 
assumptions to clear our idea and describe some 
notations to explain operation processes easily. And 
we explain our operation processes in detail.  



 
 
3.1 Assumptions 
To clear our idea, we need the following 
assumptions: 

•An active node does not know IP addresses of 
the neighboring active nodes 

•Each domain has a CA(Certification Authority 
[8]) and CA is a TTP(Trusted Third Party [9]). In 
this case, domain means network or subnetwork. 

•Each active node in a domain is already 
registered in CA. 

•Each active node has his/her own secret key and 
public-key/private-key pairs. 

•CA issues certificates, digitally signed with CA’s 
key, for each active node at registration. A digital 
signature scheme used is a heuristically 
existentially unforgeable signature scheme such 
as a Schnorr[10] signature or an RSA signature 
with an appropriate hash function before signing. 

•At all intermediate active node, located in 
between end nodes, executable code in active 
packets is executed. 

 
 
3.2 Notations 
Some notations used in our scheme are as follows: 

•KE_A: Active node A’s public key (in public key 
cryptosystem) 

•KD_A: Active node A’s private key (in public 
key cryptosystem) 

•KS_A: Active node A’s secret key (in 
asymmetric key cryptosystem) 

•CERT_A: Active node A’s certificate (in public 
key cryptosystem) 

•PGM: Executable code included in an active 
packet  

•ENCX(Y): Encrypting Y with key X using public 
key cryptosystem 

•DECX(Y): Decrypting Y with key X using public 
key cryptosystem 

•EX(Y): Encrypting Y with key X using 
asymmetric key cryptosystem 

•DX(Y): Decrypting Y with key X using 
asymmetric key cryptosystem 

•SIGX(Y): Signing Y with key X using digital 
signature scheme 

•VER(S): Verifying signature S 
•CA: Certification authority 
•K_CA: CA’s key for issuing certificates 

•INFO: Some informations included in a 
certificate, for example, a cryptographic 
algorithm used, expiry date, issue date, etc. 

•REQ(Y): Request message for getting Y 
 
 
3.3 Operation processes 
Fig.3 depicts operation processes between active 
node A (Sending node) and active node B (Receiving 
node).  
 

 
Fig.3 Operation processes 

 
     Active node A has executable code which he/she 
received from other active node or generated 
himself/herself. It must be delivered to the next active 
node securely. He/She wants to send that executable 
code to neighboring active nodes and have all 
intermediate active node execute them. Operation 
processes are as follows: 

1. Active node A (Sending node) generates an 
active packet. Target execuable code is 
included in payload of this active packet. 
Sending node encrypts payload of it using 
symmetric key cryptosystem. 

C = EKS_A(PGM) 
2. Active node A broadcasts it to neighboring 

active nodes, because he/she does not know IP 
addresses of them. 

3. If neighboring active node B (Receiving node) 
receives this encrypted active packet(=C), 
he/she checks if it is active packet through 
active packet header. And he/she records this 
active packet’s IP address and C value in 
his/her table. 

4. Since active node B needs active node A’s 
secret key KS_A to decrypt C, he/she has to 
request it to active node A. Therefore, at first, 



he/she prepares his/her certificate CERT_B, 
which is digitally signed with CA’s own key 
K_CA using a digital signature scheme. 
CERT_B contains active node B’s public key 
KE_B and some informations INFO, which 
have a cryptographic algorithm used, expiry 
data, issue date, etc.  

CERT_B = SIGK_CA(KE_B|INFO) 
5. Active node B generates a new active packet 

(=F) contains CERT_B and a request message  
for getting KS_A, REQ(KS_A). And he/she 
gets active node A’s IP address from his/her 
table and sends F to that IP address.  

F = {CERT_B|REQ(KS_A)} 
6. If active node A receives F from active node B, 

he/she checks active packet header and payload 
of it, verifies CERT_B, and gets KE_B and 
INFO from it. In this case, the verification 
phase depends on the digital signature scheme 
used. 

VER(CERT_B) = KE_B|INFO 
7. Active node A records this active packet’s IP 

address, KE_B, CERT_B, and F value in 
his/her table. 

8. Active node A encrypts his/her secret key 
KS_A with the receiving node’s public key 
KD_B using a public key cryptographic 
algorithm. And he/she gets active node B’s IP 
address from his/her table and sends this value 
G to that IP address.  

G = ENCKE_B(KS_A) 
9. If active node B receives G from active node A, 

he/she decrypts encrypted secret key G using 
his/her private key KD_B and gets active node 
A’s secret key KS_A. And he/she also decrypts 
encrypted active packet C with KS_A and gets 
target executable code as a clear form. 

DECKD_B(G) = KS_A 
DKS_A(C) = PGM 

10. Receiving node B executes that ptorgram and 
records results in his/her table. And he/she 
repeats above steps for some results or the 
received executable code to deliver securely to 
neighboring active nodes. 

 
 

4   Conclusion 
We have proposed a new scheme that would allow 
active nodes transferring active packets to all 
neighboring active nodes securely, and executing 
executable code included in  those packets in each 

active node. At first, we delved the concept of active 
network and reviewed security problems of it. We 
also setup networks and describe an active packet 
flow briefly. Finally, we have presented a new 
scheme that can transfer executable code between 
active nodes securely and execute it at all 
intermediate active nodes.  
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